
The taste of quality worldwide

Thermal Dispenser Aurora

THERMAL DISPENSER
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Your Bravilor Bonamat Dealer

Are you looking for the perfect solution to serve large quantities of fresh coffee in a short period of 

time? Try our 1.5 gallon dispenser and turn every location into a quick serve, hot beverage station 

where you can serve the prefect cup of coffee easily. 

This unique, stainless steel, double walled dispenser is vacuum isolated and retains approximately 

98% of its heat over a one hour period. It holds your coffee at the best flavor profile and ideal 

temperature for hours. 

You can place this compact, European designed dispenser everywhere, at any time. It’s hand

crafted from a high quality stainless steel, combined with attractive dark accents. In addition, the 

welldesigned handle and quick release, removable base makes the Thermal Dispenser Aurora 

very easy to carry. In this way, it works together perfectly with Bravilor Bonmat’s Thermal Brewer 

Aurora High and Low versions and serves you a perfect cup of coffee every time!

■ Thermal Dispenser Aurora

 The digital indicator clearly shows how 

much coffee is left to be served and is 

powered by a unique solar power system! 

In addition, the indicator gives a signal 

when cleaning of the gauge is required. 

Use the Thermal Brewer Aurora  

and Dispenser together to create the 

‘super hero’ of coffee makers. All the 

equipment works together perfectly!

www.bravilor.com

Technical Details Thermal Dispenser Aurora CDG 06-001

Holding Capacity  1.5 Gallon/5.68 Liters

Dimensions (hxwxd) 22.04”x9.84”x11.42” / 550x250x290 mm

- without Base 13.39”x8.66”x10.24” / 340x220x260 mm

The taste of quality worldwide

The “Terms and Conditions” of Bravilor Bonamat LLC for any and all products or equipment solely govern the 
relationship between Bravilor Bonamat LLC and the Client. Warnings related to each product or each equipment 
are bundled with such product’s or equipment’s materials and the Client acknowledges that it shall review and 
solely rely upon such product or equipment materials.

Bravilor Bonamat continuously researches, develops and improves products and equipment. Bravilor Bonamat 
reserves the right to change specifications and designs without notice. Such revisions do not entitle the Client to 
corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for previously purchased product or 
equipment. 

THERMAL DISPENSER

facebook.com/bravilor.bonamat.bv

Digital indicator is powered by  
a unique solar power system

European 
design, 

handcrafted 
from a high 

quality 
stainless steel


